Rusk Agrees To Receive 16 Envoys Presenting Appeal For Negotiations in Vietnam

WASHINGTON, April 1 (AP) — U.S. Secretary of State Dean Rusk agreed, Wednesday to receive 16 foreign envoys representing 16 non-aligned governments participating in formal negotiations Thursday to persuade the U.S. and North Vietnam to negotiate without any prior conditions.

The appeal was drafted by U.S. Secretary-General U Thant and is in preparation of the National Liberation Front of the guerrillas' announcement last Sunday.

Poland, Canada and India form an exception among the 16 non-aligned countries taking part in the supervision of the Vietnamese entire freedom. The U.S. is the only major power in 1964 to recognize her in a formal conference and worked on drawing up the appeal, which was lapsed on a non-neutral country as Poland.

In other Washington action, the U.S. Export-Import Bank approved $30 million in credits to support the re-supply of funds for foreign military aid in the Vietnam war.

The total for this assistance, which goes into such projects as construction, was reduced to 200 million dollars of the $150 million authorization.

Khrushchev, Chairman of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., announced Thursday that any communist would be eligible to draft into the military services.

Peking Newspaper Hails Bombing of American Embassy

Peking, April 1 (Reuters) — The Peking News, a Chinese newspaper, said Thursday that Peking has turned down the United States' overtures to the American Embassy yesterday.

The newspaper's correspondent said Tuesday's U.S. Embassy blast in Peking was the most recent in a series of attacks on the American embassy, which was also closed yesterday.

The correspondent said the incident was a direct result of the U.S. offensive in Vietnam and South Korea.

The embassy was closed yesterday because of the Peking government's decision to expel all U.S. diplomats from the country.

His Majesty Visits Airman Canal Dam

KABUL, April 1 (AP) — His Majesty the King left Kandahar yesterday Monday to inspect the progress of the Airman Canal Dam.

In Pul-i-Khamy, His Majesty inspected the reservoir dam of the Airman Canal and congratulated the government of Afghanistan and the residents of FAO who are working there.

The reservoir dam of 230 acres extended a hearty welcome to His Majesty in Pul-i-Khamy.

His Majesty is expected to arrive in Kabul today after completing his weeklong tour of the north.

Viet Cong Kill Over 50 Hit 25 Copters Near Danang Base

SAIGON, April 1 (AP) — Viet Cong guerrillas standing shoulder to shoulder shut down three helicopters, killed two U.S. soldiers and wounded one in an American helicopter in three days in the Danang area yesterday.

When Viet Cong anti-aircraft fire in the area were more than 100, military helicopters were even more effective. This week, Viet Cong troops of the operation were not able to take the initiative and to attack the American helicopters from the ground, but they were able to change their tactics and to attack from the air.

All 25 helicopters flying Viet Cong troops to the action were shot down and killed. The Viet Cong were killed by American fire during the incident.

U.S. Officials Deny Taylor To Resign

S. Vietnam Post

WASHINGTON, April 1 (AP) — U.S. officials denied Wednesday afternoon conference, Wednesday with his ambassador to South Vietnam, that General Maxwell D. Taylor, the first to resign, is planning to return to Saigon for further talks.

The officials denied a report Taylor, the first to resign, is planning to return to Saigon for further talks.

The officials denied that Taylor, the first to resign, is planning to return to Saigon for further talks.

The officials denied that Taylor, the first to resign, is planning to return to Saigon for further talks.

Karatal 37m Pulled For Nearly 28 Million In N. Y.

JACKSON, April 1 (AP) — Nearly 37 million dollars in cash and gold were pulled from a Jackson, Miss., bank, according to the Deputy Attorney General.

The bank was robbed by a man who emptied the vault and fled.

The robbers fled with up to 37 million dollars in cash and gold.

Kashmir Passes Bill Authorizing Khunjarab

SKINNAG, Kashmir, April 1 — The Kashmir Legislative Assembly has passed a bill authorizing the construction of a road from the town of Skinnag to the town of Jankash for its economic development.

The bill was passed unanimously on a vote of 37 to 0.

The Kashmir Legislative Assembly has passed a bill authorizing the construction of a road from the town of Skinnag to the town of Jankash for its economic development.

The bill was passed unanimously on a vote of 37 to 0.
Administrative Malaise Or Economic Crisis?

BUDGETARY PROCEDURES

BY MAJAWID

The call by either (a) increasing state budgets or (b) decreasing state budgets, always aimed at reducing the administrative malaise (budgetary procedure) can be justified.

The history of twentieth century administrative malaise (budgetary procedure) is such that the malaise often leads to the last mentioned approach (b) of decreasing state budgets. A number of states have committed to the budgetary procedure in recent years. The reduction of the budgetary procedure has been proposed as a means of reducing the administrative malaise (budgetary procedure).

The budgetary procedure in the 1960s and 1970s of the twentieth century was the last mentioned approach (b) in the 1960s, as it was then aimed at reducing the administrative malaise (budgetary procedure) by decreasing state budgets. The resulting budgetary procedure could then be used to reduce the administrative malaise. The budgetary procedure in the 1970s was also aimed at reducing the administrative malaise (budgetary procedure) by decreasing state budgets. The resulting budgetary procedure could then be used to reduce the administrative malaise.

However, the budgetary procedure in the 1980s was aimed at reducing the administrative malaise (budgetary procedure) by increasing state budgets. The resulting budgetary procedure could then be used to reduce the administrative malaise.

In an attempt to reduce the administrative malaise (budgetary procedure), the budgetary procedure was aimed at reducing the administrative malaise (budgetary procedure) by increasing state budgets. The resulting budgetary procedure could then be used to reduce the administrative malaise.

But the budgetary procedure in the 1990s aimed at reducing the administrative malaise (budgetary procedure) by decreasing state budgets. The resulting budgetary procedure could then be used to reduce the administrative malaise.

In summary, the budgetary procedure in the twentieth century was aimed at reducing the administrative malaise (budgetary procedure) by either increasing or decreasing state budgets. The resulting budgetary procedure could then be used to reduce the administrative malaise.